This article analyses the effect of degree of interdisciplinarity on the citation impact of individual publications for four different scientific fields. We operationalise interdisciplinarity as disciplinary diversity in the references of a publication, and rather than treating interdisciplinarity as a monodimensional property, we investigate the separate effect of different aspects of diversity on citation impact: i.e. variety, balance and disparity. We use a Tobit regression model to examine the effect of these properties of interdisciplinarity on citation impact, controlling for a range of variables associated with the characteristics of publications. We find that variety has a positive effect on impact, whereas balance and disparity have a negative effect. Our results further qualify the separate effect of these three aspects of diversity by pointing out that all three dimensions of interdisciplinarity display a curvilinear (inverted Ushape) relationship with citation impact. These findings can be interpreted in two different ways. On the one hand, they are consistent with the view that, while combining multiple fields has a positive effect in knowledge creation, successful research is better achieved through research efforts that draw on a relatively proximal range of fields, as distal interdisciplinary research might be too risky and more likely to fail. On the other hand, these results may be interpreted as suggesting that scientific audiences are reluctant to cite heterodox papers that mix highly disparate bodies of knowledge-thus giving less credit to publications that are too groundbreaking or challenging.
Introduction
The last decades have seen a surge of interdisciplinarity in science policy discourse, as well as an increase in the explicit promotion of interdisciplinary research (IDR) virtually across all scientific fields [1] [2] [3] . Promotion policies have included programmes specifically funding 'interdisciplinarity' via match-making events such as the National Academies Keck Futures Initiative (NAKFI, http://www.keckfutures.org [4] ) or via graduate programmes such as the impact. The results indicate that citation impact of publications is positively related with variety, but negatively related with balance and disparity. These results suggest that papers with a clear disciplinary focus and a small proportions of references to many proximal disciplinary categories, are comparatively more cited. There is thus no simple relation between IDR and citation impact.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses benefits and costs associated with IDR. Section 3 presents a review of the literature exploring with the relationship between IDR and citation impact. Section 4 introduces the conceptualization of interdisciplinary research used in this study. In section 5 the data, measures and methods are described. Section 6 contains the results, which are discussed in section 7. Section 8 presents the conclusions.
Benefits and Costs of Interdisciplinary Research (IDR) Benefits
An ample literature discusses the potential benefits of interdisciplinarity, although most often from a 'normative and speculative' rather than analytical perspectives [22] . First, IDR is seen as a source of creativity and innovativeness. Thus, it is beneficial because it generates 'new research avenues' and 'rejuvenates' the landscape of science. From an evolutionary and ecological understanding of the science system, IDR is a key mechanism to create the recombinations necessary for the system to evolve [23, 24] .
Second, it is generally argued that IDR is more successful at 'problem solving': most scientific puzzles do not fit into disciplinary silos but are best tackled by combining diverse epistemic approaches. Scott Page [12] provides a sophisticated theoretical argumentation on why 'diversity trumps ability', i.e. why the combination of diverse perspective, interpretations, heuristics and/or models is better than 'excellent' but narrow skills at problem-solving. Building on insights from science and technology studies, Stirling [21, 25] also argues that solving complex social problems is best achieved via cognitive diversity, which helps in hedging against ignorance (e.g. unexpected 'unknowns'), mitigating socio-technical lock-ins, and accommodating plural perspectives. This rationale for IDR is thus particularly strong and convincing in scientific programmes addressing grand societal issues or challenges, such as climate change, epidemic disease, preservation of biodiversity, or innovation-led economic growth, etc., which have become more salient with increasing accountability of science [26, 27] . In the case of grand challenges such as AIDS, there is often a plea to bridge the large gaps between distant disciplines such as biomedical research and anthropology (what we will call distal interdisciplinarity), as illustrated by Abdool Karim [28] (p. 31):
'An underlying obstacle to finding effective ways to intervene is the separation between biomedical and behavioural research in HIV/AIDS. This emanates not only from our failure, as researchers, funders and clinicians, to fully appreciate that every biomedical prevention strategy includes a behavioural change, but also from counterproductive hierarchies and territorialism within science. If behavioural and biomedical scientist work together to develop solutions, the coming decade may prove to be the one when the tide was turned against the global AIDS epidemic.' Empirical studies support this link between societal problem solving and interdisciplinary research. Van Rijnsoever and Hessels [29] report more propensity for IDR collaborations in researchers that (i) have experience outside academia, and (ii) work in strategic rather than basic disciplines (i.e. in the Pasteur quadrant of fundamental research associated with visions of applications). Similarly, Carayol and Thi [30] provide evidence of a strong association between degree of IDR and industrial links (either collaborations or contractual). Third, Barry et al. [31] (p. 29) argue that this dynamics does not always result only from integration of hitherto unconnected fields but that IDR also 'springs from a self-conscious dialogue with, criticism of or opposition to the intellectual, ethical or political limits of established disciplines, or the status of academic research in general'. In other words, IDR is born out of intentional struggles for 'broadening perspectives' and it is thus seen a source of pluralism [32] [33] [34] 
Costs
In spite of the benefits described above, it is now widely acknowledged that conducting IDR entails important efforts, which hinder the chances of success and we will call metaphorically 'costs', following Katz and Martin [35] . Two main types of costs can be distinguished: those associated with coordination (or 'transaction') and those associated with lack of appreciation of IDR by relevant audiences.
Coordination costs result from the difficulties of integration and are common in team management or collaborations [36, 37] . Though IDR does not necessarily entail diverse teams or collaborations, it often does [18] . Coordination costs include: efforts to overcome the lack of a common language, shared meanings and norms within diverse teams; negotiations to harmonize differences in the management and organisational cultures of the collaborating organisations (e.g. on rules of graduate student exchange); administrative load and time needed to manage 'distributed' research; expenses to travel over geographical distance.
On the other hand, the social structure of science puts IDR at a disadvantage with regards to the appreciation of the value of interdisciplinary research. This is mainly due to the institutionalisation of science in terms of disciplines. By definition, the function of disciplines is to promote the 'gold standards' in a field and to suppress or marginalise methods, objects and concepts that do not abide to these standards [31] . In spite of the pro-IDR rhetoric of science policy, the norms and rules that govern the scientific enterprise in the everyday management of universities, conferences, recruitment, journals and peer-review favours mono-disciplinary approaches. Turner [22] attributes the institutional dominance of disciplines to the labourmarket structure, whereupon PhD granting departments, disciplinary association meetings and undergraduate teaching generate a self-reproductive pattern. Abbott [38] adds to this argument, the intellectual advantage of the main (abstract) disciplines of creating 'problemportable' knowledge, i.e. knowledge that can be re-used for a variety of problems. Bruce et al. [39] reported the following institutional costs from interviews on IDR collaboration: poor career structures for academic interdisciplinary researchers; low esteem by colleagues; difficulty to publish in high ranking journals; discrimination by reviewers in proposals.
Bias in evaluation is another major concern of researchers conducting IDR. This is a topic that has received considerable attention (see monographic issue of Research Evaluation, edited and introduced by Laudel and Origgi in 2006 [40] , and a literature review by Klein [41] ; also Rafols et al. [24] for quantitative evidence). That evaluation of IDR is problematic should not be a surprise. Any evaluation needs to take place over established standards. These standards can be defined within a discipline, but what standards should be used for IDR? A variety of studies have found that what happens, even in the case of multidisciplinary panels, is that IDR ends up being assessed on disciplinary perspectives [42] .
The discussion above suggests that IDR benefits are eminently epistemological (i.e. better ways of solving problems, challenging established approaches and nurturing the creation of new knowledge), whilst we can locate the costs in the social sphere (coordination costs) and in the conflicts with disciplinary-based norms (institutional barriers). The extent to which the costs of IDR outweigh the benefits is a matter of open debate and empirical research. Some authors, such as Llerena and Meyer-Krahmer [43] and Cumming and Kiesler [36] have suggested that there is an inverted-U shape relationship between IDR and citation impact: conducting IDR may improve of contribution to knowledge up to a given threshold beyond which further levels of IDR may entail too high coordination costs or institutional barriers. In the following section we review the empirical evidence on the relationship between IDR and citation impact, to shed some light on this matter.
Evidence on the relation between interdisciplinary and citation impact
The proxy of scientific impact we use here, citations, is a sensible proxy of impact within science, but a problematic indicator for the three broad benefits of IDR discussed above. Citations do not capture opening up new research avenues as often heterodox approaches are peripheral and lowly cited. Moreover, some performance indicators based on citations may underestimate the value of applied research within one field [44] . Finally, although it was widely believed that highly cited is associated with innovativeness, a recent questionnaire by Ioannidis et al. [45] , shows that biomedical authors relate their most highly cited publications more to "continuous progress" and "greater synthesis", rather than to "disruptive innovativeness" and "surprise". In summary, one should be very cautious in assuming that higher citations may reflect benefits of IDR.
Several studies have analyzed the relationship between interdisciplinarity and citation impact using different methods and levels of analysis (mainly either at the article or journal level) [46] [47] [48] . The most common data source has been the Web of Science (WoS), and the WoS categories (known as ISI Subject Categories up to WoS version 4) have been the most frequently used disciplinary classification [4, 24, 46] . However, these previous studies did not lead to a consensus regarding the effects of interdisciplinarity on citation impact. Most of the studies rely in relative citation indicators, normalizing the citation counts by field and age of the publications. However they differ in the operationalisation of IDR, most of them based on diversity measures (see Rafols and Meyer, [20] for a review; c.f. Wagner et al. [18] ). Here we review some of the most prominent studies, as summarized in Table 1 .
Steele and Stier [49] estimated the degree of interdisciplinarity applying Brillouin's diversity index (related to Shannon's entropy) to the disciplinary categories of references in an article and they found a positive and significant effect of IDR on the citation impact. Rinia et al. [46] found no significant correlation in a study on physics between the degree of interdisciplinarity and citation impact, measuring the degree of interdisciplinarity as the proportion of papers published by physicists in disciplines other than physics. A report by Adams et al. [50] explored the relation between interdisciplinarity (operationalised as the Shannon entropy of disciplinary categories in the references of articles) and citation impact (measured by the number of citations received by papers), and did not report a systematic association between the most interdisciplinary papers and the amount of citations received. However, they suggested from visual inspection that the articles with highest citation rates scored intermediate levels of interdisciplinarity, implying an inverted U-shape relationship between interdisciplinarity and citation impact.
Levitt and Thelwal [47] found that number of citation to multidisciplinary journals (those related to more than one disciplinary category in the database) were roughly 50% less than monodisciplinary articles. This correlation was found using Scopus as data source and only for a limited number of disciplines in the natural sciences. When the analysis was focused on the social sciences neither in Scopus nor WoS were significant correlations found between the level of interdisciplinarity and the citation impact.
A study conducted by Larivière and Gingras [48] analysing all articles included in the WoS in 2000, did not find a clear correlation between the proportion of citations to other disciplines (their indicator of interdisciplinarity) and the citations received. The key finding of these authors was that, in all disciplines, highly disciplinary or highly interdisciplinary were associated with a low citation rate, suggesting an inverted U relationship between citation impact and interdisciplinarity.
A study by Uzzi et al. [51] investigated the effect of conventional and atypical reference combinations in the citation impact of a publication. Conventional reference combinations are co-citations of journals that are often co-cited and hence proximate in cognitive space (e.g. Scientometrics and Journal of Informetrics), whereas atypical combinations are those that are distant in cognitive space [53] . Therefore, the study can also be interpreted as exploring the relationship between type of interdisciplinarity and citation impact. Uzzi et al. [51] found that the probability of a publication being highly cited was significantly higher for papers that make mostly conventional combinations of journals (i.e. that cite similar journals), but which have a small proportion of atypical combinations (i.e. that cite just a few disparate journals). Hence this study also suggests that there is not a simple relationship between degree of IDR and citations, and supports the hypothesis that middle ground in IDR is most conducive to high number of citations.
Recently Larivière et al. [52] have analysed the citation impact of interdisciplinary publications, looking at the effect of interdisciplinary co-citations on the citation impact of the citing publications. IDR is thus a dichotomous variable: either a co-citation is intra-(same discipline) or interdisciplinary. They find that most interdisciplinary combinations have a positive effect on citation impact, which increases with cognitive disparity. The interpretation (and comparison with previous work) of this study with IDR practices is difficult given that its unit of analysis is the co-citation of categories of references, rather than the article or the research group. Another choice in Larivière et al.'s study that differs from previous approaches, is that cognitive distance is computed over a cylindrical projection in a 2 dimensional map-instead of using the direct cognitive distance derived from the multidimensional space of 554 subdisciplines. Using the 2 dimensional projection to compute cognitive distance appears to work better than direct cosine distances for highly dimensional spaces, for example in journal maps [54] , but may result in some artefacts.
A Multidimensional Conceptualisation of IDR: Variety, Balance and Disparity
The focused literature review presented above shows the variety of indicators used to measure the notion of interdisciplinary research and their limited capacity to obtain comparable findings. We propose that the lack of agreement is partially due to the assumption implicit in previous studies that the concept of interdisciplinarity is a mono-dimensional property. Here we aim to carry out a more fine grained study by understanding interdisciplinarity as diversity of disciplinary categories, and then analysing separately the effect of the different aspects of diversity, namely: variety, balance and disparity [21, 24, 55] .
Here we adopt a definition of interdisciplinarity based on the concept of integration: a mode of research that integrates concepts or theories, tools or techniques, information or data from different bodies of knowledge [2, 4] . In order to capture the process of integration, i.e. the process in which previously different and disconnected bodies of research become related, we rely on the concept of diversity as proposed by Stirling [21] and illustrated in Fig 1. This concept refers to three different attributes of a system comprising different categories: (i) Variety: number of distinctive categories; (ii) Balance: evenness of the distribution of categories; (iii) Disparity or similarity: degree to which the categories are different/similar. An increase in any of these attributes results in an increase in the diversity of the examined system.
Indicators aiming at capturing the degree of diversity in studies of interdisciplinarity (i.e. disciplinary diversity) rely on the established disciplinary classifications so that variety generally refers to the number of disciplinary categories, balance is related to the evenness of the distribution of disciplines and disparity measures the extent of which these disciplines are different/similar from a cognitive point of view.
We have calculated these three different aspects of disciplinary diversity as indicated in Table 2 . The creation of distinct variables representing "purified" attributes of diversity is a tool to explore the different influence of the attributes. However, one should handle very careful these "purified" variables, as they may misrepresent diversity. For example, if on adopts a classification with some fine grained classes (Japanese literature and Finnish literature) and some coarse grained classes (Life Sciences), indicators of variety and balance will be meaningless unless disparity is taken into account. It is in this sense that [21] (pp. 709-710) explains that the three properties of diversity are co-constituted.
The operationalisation of these three different indicators aims at capturing and isolating each dimension of diversity. This approach enables us to analyse whether or not these individual attributes provide distinctive insight about diversity, and also to examine if they have a distinct influence on citation impact. However, one has to keep in mind that all measures of diversity are highly dependent on the classification used and the associated metrics. We also must caution the readers that isolated measures of variety, balance and disparity are more likely to produce artefacts than integrated measures such as Rao-Stirling. 
Disparity
We use a measure of disparity is based on the average cognitive distance between WoS categories within the reference list. The cognitive distance between two disciplines is calculated as d ij = 1-s ij , with s ij being the cosine similarity between each pair of disciplines i and j. The sum is over disciplines with at least one cited reference: Disparity ¼ . These four fields cover applied research (i.e. engineering and food science) and basic research (i.e. physics and cell biology). The total number of collected papers amounts to 72,116 records (CBIOL n = 16,922; EEE n = 30,574; FS&T n = 10,869; Physics-AMC n = 13,751). In order to estimate the disciplinary background of a paper we considered that it would be necessary to have a minimum of four references linked to a WoS subject category. Given the multiassignation a unique reference may be linked to more than one WoS Category. Hence we removed from our sample those papers below this threshold. The total amount of deleted papers was 9,708 (CBIOL n = 161; EEE n = 8,351; FS&T n = 832; Physics-AMC n = 364), thus our final dataset comprises 62,408 papers.
Measures
Dependent Variable. We have measured citation impact in terms of normalized number of citations. We calculated the Normalized Citation Score (NCS) for each publication, which compares the number of citations of each publication with the average number of citations of all publications in the same WoS category and in the same year [56] , using a fixed citation window of five years.
It is important to note that the distribution of citations per article is skewed. About 10% of the 62,408 (i.e. 6,107) articles in our sample did not receive any citation and 50% received less than 7 citations (with a maximum of 782 citations). Median of citations per paper vary among disciplines (12 in CBIOL, 6 in Physics-AMC, 5 in FS&T and 4 in EEE) as well as percentages of not-cited articles (15.42% in EEE, 10.52% in FS&T, 7.75% in Physics-AMC and only 3.5% in CBIOL). In order to attenuate the skewed distribution of this variable, we have used a natural logarithm transformation of our proxy of scientific impact, after having added 1 to retain the zeros. Our dependent variable is labelled: ln (NCS).
Independent variables: variety, balance and disparity. In order to calculate disciplinary diversity, we consider WoS categories related to the reference list in a given paper. Our assumption is that the citing paper integrates knowledge from the WoS categories to which the cited papers belong. In order to operationalize this idea, we considered the distribution of WoS categories in the references cited by the papers in our sample. We obtained the distribution of WoS categories by transforming the list of journals in which the references were published into a list of WoS categories according to the Journal Citation Reports. Table 3 presents some statistics on the number of papers, references and linked references to WoS-categories for our final sample.
After deleting those articles with fewer than four references linked to WoS categories, the final dataset of 62,408 articles citing 1,868,662 references, and the overall share of references linked at least to one WoS Category is 78.51%. This can be considered a high percentage if compared to the findings of Lariviere and Gingras [48] , who found the highest scores of cited references linked to WoS categories in medical fields (around 79%).
The distribution of WoS categories in the reference list allowed us to compute variety, balance and disparity as described in section 4: variety as the number of WoS categories (n) that appeared at least once and balance as the evenness of the distribution of WoS categories. In order to compute the disparity measure, a similarity matrix s ij for the WoS categories must be constructed. To do so, we created a matrix of citation flows matrix between WoS categories, and then converted it into a Salton's cosine similarity matrix in the citing dimension. The s ij describes the similarity in the citing patterns for each pair of WoS categories in 2006, for the SCI set (175 WoS categories). A detailed description and analysis of this s ij SC-similarity matrix is provided elsewhere when describing global maps of science [20] . See descriptive statistics for all these variables in the Table 4 below.
Finally, we have also included in our analysis an indicator of diversity that incorporates the three aspects of diversity (variety, balance and disparity) in a single measure: i.e. Rao-Stirling [20, 21] . The Rao-Stirling diversity indicator can be expressed as follows:
See Zhang et al [57] for a recent re-formulation (not used here) of the Rao-Stirling diversity that might improve its sensitivity to high values of diversity. We explicitly consider this indicator for the purpose of having a benchmark for comparison, with regards to the separate impact of the three aspects of diversity.
Control variables. We have included a number of control variables that the literature has considered as potentially associated with the number of citations received by scientific publications [58] [59] [60] . First, we control for the number of authors (n_authors) and the number of institutions in the publication (n_inst), since these features have been repeatedly found to be associated with the number of citations received by publications. Second, we have controlled for the geographic scope of institutional collaboration by building a set of three dummy variables. National_collab takes value 1 if there are at least two different institutions from the same country. Internat_collab takes value 1 if the paper has been produced in collaboration between two or more different countries. And No_Collab that takes value 1 if only one institution participates in the paper. These three binary variables are aimed to capture whether publications involving an international collaboration are positively associated with citation impact (compared to publications involving either domestic collaboration or no collaboration). Third, we have constructed a dichotomous variable to control for the four WoS categories considered in this analysis (i.e. CBIOL, EEE, FSTA or Physics-AMC). These discipline-level controls are important to account for field-specific citation patterns that may influence the relationships estimated between our three aspects of IDR and citation impact. Finally, based on authors' affiliation addresses, we also included country-level dummies to account for the effect of particular countries in the citations received by publications (this includes dichotomous variables for affiliation addresses corresponding to: China, France, Germany, Japan, South Korea, Spain, UK and US). In summary, we control for variables that represent social aspects of the research input (number of authors and institutions, national and international collaborations, discipline, country), and that may have an effect both on the citations received and on degree of IDR. For example, the number of authors may be associated with higher citation impact and higher interdisciplinarity. However, we do not control for variables such as number of references or pages that reflect the characteristics of the research output (i.e. the paper) even if they are known to be related to interdisciplinarity [61] , as these choices are made by authors in order to express (rather than to construct) the interdisciplinarity of the research. For example, a larger number of pages or references in a paper may reflect the need of interdisciplinary in the contents.
Nevertheless, for the sake of robustness, we have also controlled for the number of references in papers. This control is reasonable since all our three constructs of IDR (variety, balance and disparity) are based on the references cited in the papers; but it is also problematic, because the total number of references in a publication is extremely highly correlated with the measure of variety (a Pearson correlation of 0.60). In order to avoid problems of multicollinearity between the variables 'number of references' and the three measures of IDR, we have built two dichotomous variables. The first one takes value 1 for all those publications that belong to the bottom quartile in terms of number of references: thus, we control for publications with low number of references (i.e. those publications that have 17 or less references, accounting for 25% of publications in our sample: N_refer_small). The second variable takes value 1 for those publications that belong to the top quartile in terms of number of publications (i.e. those publications with 39 or more references, which account for the 25% of publications in our sample with the largest number of references: N_refer_large). The estimates of our regression analysis including these controls are shown in the Table A in the Supporting Information File (S1 File), and indicate that the sign and statistical significance of results regarding the effects of variety, balance and disparity are largely aligned with the results presented in section 6.
Since our dependent variable (log transformed of Normalized Citation Score, ln (NCS)) is a continuous variable with a lower boundary at zero and a upper boundary at infinity, and a significant proportion of the observations in our sample are zeros (i.e. about 10% of publications receive no citations), we have used a Tobit regression model to account for the disproportionate number of observations with zero values, and avoid inconsistent estimates from Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression. Table 4 provides the descriptive statistics and Table 5 the correlation matrix for all the variables used in the analysis. Table 5 shows that the correlations between our independent variables are rather low: we find positive correlations between variety and balance (i.e. 0.15) and between variety and disparity (0.19), and a negative correlation between balance and disparity (-0.23). These results provide a first descriptive evidence that these three measures of diversity reflect different properties of interdisciplinarity, and are worth considering separately rather than brought together in a single index. We will next examine to what extent these three attributes of diversity have a distinct effect on citation impact.
Results of Regression Analysis
This section reports the results of our analysis about the effects of interdisciplinary research on citation impact. Table 6 reports the results of Tobit estimates for the whole sample (i.e. 62,408 observations). We present the results in six columns: the first two columns display the results for the relationship between a full indicator of IDR (Rao-Stirling diversity), and citation impact. Column (3) shows the linear effects of each of the diversity measures on our normalized measure of citation impact, while the remaining three columns-columns 4 to 6-display results regarding evidence of a curvilinear relationship between diversity measures and citation impact, by introducing the quadratic term for each of the diversity measures in turn.
First, Table 6 shows that there is no evidence of a statistically significant relationship, either positive or negative, between the composite indicator of IDR (Rao-Stirling diversity) and citation impact. This finding runs apparently contrary to the presumption that IDR has a significant impact on citations. Given the non-significant outcome of Rao-Stirling (which is a distance weighted Simpson index), we also investigated the effect of a distance weighted Shannon diversity, with a similar non-significant results.
However, Column (3) in Table 6 shows that the three aspects of diversity have a statistically significant and distinct effect on citation impact. While variety is positively associated with citation impact, balance and disparity are negatively associated with citation impact. Therefore, the number of different WoS categories a publication draws upon has a strong positive effect on the citation impact, but this effect can be outweighed by the effects of too high a distance between the WoS ategories (high disparity) or too even a distribution across WoS categories (high balance).
The second important result from Table 6 is that all the quadratic terms are statistically significant and negative. For all three diversity measures, the results from Table 6 indicate the presence of a curvilinear inverted U-shape between each of the separate diversity measures and 2699.95*** 2700.1*** 3713.7 *** *** 4073.0 *** 4204.1*** 3737.9*** Notes: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
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the citation impact of publications. This curvilinear relationship indicates, in principle, that while variety, balance and disparity have an initial positive effect on the citation impact of publications, a threshold is reached beyond which higher levels of diversity might be detrimental to the citation impact of publications. This curvilinear relationship is illustrated in Fig 2, showing the inverted U-shape relationship for each of the three aspects of diversity. We replicated the analysis for our four WoS categories: Cellular Biology (CBiol), Electrical and Electronic Engineering (EEE), Physics (PHY) and Food Science and Technologies (FST). These results are overall consistent with those obtained for the complete sample. In particular, we observe that the three aspects of diversity have all a significant effect on the citation impact of publications, and with a similar sign to that obtained for complete sample (with minor exceptions). Moreover, we also observe that the curvilinear inverted U-shape relationship does generally apply for most of the cases in which a quadratic term is introduced in the regression analysis. These results have not been included in the paper but are available from request to the authors.
However, a more careful inspection of Fig 2 reveals that the distributions of articles in the curvilinear relationships in the inverted U curves, fall in the positive side of the slope for variety and the negative side of slopes for balance and disparity. This means that most articles would increase their citations by increasing variety and by decreasing balance and disparity-in agreement with the linear model in column (3) .
Regarding other determinants of citation impact included in the analysis, our findings are consistent with results in previous studies. We have found that citation impact is positively and significantly shaped by: the number of authors and the number of institutions involved in a paper. We have also found support for the positive impact of international collaborations on the citations received by a paper, even though this effect is in some cases weakly statistically significant (in agreement with the review by Frenken et al. [62] ).
Discussion
In this paper we have investigated the relationship between interdisciplinary research and citation impact. A key novel element in our study is the way in which we operationalise the concept of interdisciplinarity by exploring separately the three different attributes of diversity, i.e. variety, balance and disparity. This more comprehensive implementation of interdisciplinarity accounts not only for the dimensions of variety and balance but, unlike previous studies, also encompasses cognitive distance, i.e. disparity. Our results show that the relationship between interdisciplinary research and citation impact is heavily dependent on how IDR is measured and operationalised. Another difference of our study with previous approaches is the use of multivariate regression analysis. This allows us to disentangle the effect of our three measures of IDR on citation impact, once accounting for the effects of a wide range of control variables.
The first contribution of this study is that different aspects of diversity push in distinct and possibly opposite directions when examining their association to citation impact. These distinct effects of the various components of diversity are likely to be the reason for the contrasting findings in the literature, which has pointed out in all possible directions: positive, negative and curvilinear relationships between IDR and citation impact. These different effects, may also explain why the full indicator of IDR (i.e. Rao-Stirling diversity), which expresses the three aspects of diversity within a single measure, shows no statistically significant association with citation impact. However, in contrast with this result, we find that the three aspects of diversity have a strong significant effect when they are examined as independent explanatory factors: variety is positively associated with citation impact, while balance and disparity are negatively associated with citation impact.
Our results further qualify the separate effect of the three aspects of diversity by pointing out that all three dimensions of IDR (i.e. variety, balance and disparity) display a curvilinear relationship with citation impact. In other words, there is an inverted U-Shape relationship between citations received and the number of WoS categories cited (variety), the distribution of references over WoS categories (balance) and the cognitive distance of the references (disparity). This means that there is a threshold beyond which more of any of the different aspects of IDR may be detrimental to citation impact. However, despite of evidence supporting an inverted U-shape curvilinear relationship, it is important to highlight that the bulk of publications are located along the upward side (below "optimum") of the curvilinear relationship between variety and citation impact; while instead, the large majority of the publications in our sample concentrate on the downward side (above "optimum") of the curvilinear relationship between balance or disparity and citation impact (Fig 2) .
The negative effect for disparity we find is at odds with the recent report by Larivière et al. [52] that disparate IDR leads to higher citation impact. The disagreement may have various origins. First, since Larivière et al.'s findings are not based in a regression, the difference may be due to the fact of not controlling for variables such as type of collaboration or number of authors-indeed, in the correlation analysis shown in Table 3 we also find a positive and significant relationship between citations and disparity which becomes negative once controlling for the effects on citations from other covariates. Second, we notice that Larivière's finding is about impact accrued by referencing combinations, not publications-which is of difficult translation in sociological terms, i.e. it is unclear how it reflects the IDR of a research effort. Moreover this approach does not take into account the proportions of categories referenced within a paper, but only whether two disciplines are co-cited. In doing so, they may be emphasising the contribution of small proportions of references-thus sometimes counting as "distal IDR" what in our approach would be "proximal IDR". Third, the cognitive distance used by Larivière et al.'s is derived from a two dimensional projection, which might yield some artefacts.
A first insight from these results is that publications that accrue the most citations are moderately interdisciplinary (neither too much, nor too little), in accordance with suggestions from previous studies [48, 50] . The key new insight of this study is that highly cited papers tend to cite various disciplinary categories (higher variety), but cite little outside their disciplinary vicinity (lower disparity) and in small proportions (lower balance). We propose the concepts of proximal and distal interdisciplinarity to interpret these results. Distal interdisciplinarity would refer to bold interdisciplinary papers that draw a significant proportion of references from disparate disciplines. According to various studies this type of work is unlikely to become highly cited. Instead, proximal interdisciplinarity would reflect more cautious research practices that go beyond the immediate sub-discipline, but still mainly draw on related knowledge. Our study, in everyday terms, suggests that practicing 'meek' or 'shy' (proximal) interdisciplinarity pays off in citations, but that brazen, audacious (distal) interdisciplinary efforts are not rewarded with citation success.
The results should be taken with caution given various limitations. First, the diversity measures used are just one of various possible and equally legitimate measures of variety, balance and disparity. Second, the inaccuracies in the WoS categories used to define subdisciplinary categories may create biases in the indicators of citation impact (since citation impact is highly affected by normalisation [24, 44] ) and may have an important effect as well in diversity measures. Third, we do not consider potential differences in behaviour between disciplines since the four WoS categories studied show relatively similar results. However, other disciplines might have different dynamics [52] . Fourth, in this study we use a 5-year window that might be insufficient for IDR research, since IDR may accrue citations later and over longer periods. For instance, although variety and disparity have a negative effect on diversity with 3-year windows, they have a positive effect with 13-year windows according to Wang et al. [61] . Sixth, the inclusion or not of some control variables such as number of co-authors, institutions or article length is open to debate and these may have an effect on results.
The differences in field classification, citation window and control variables across studies may explain the sometimes contradictory results found in different studies. A systematic, muldimensional approach testing many hypotheses will be needed to find out which factors from those listed above explain the source of disagreement between the different recent publications. For example, the partial disagreement of our results with Wang et al. [61] , which use a similar conceptual framework, might be due to various choices: i) first of all and most importantly, they make complex constructs for variety, balance and disparity, deriving them from factor analyses carried out using composite diversity measures such as Gini, Shannon and RaoStirling or number of references (in our view, this makes Wang's definition of variety, balance and disparity vague and possibly problematic, as it is not fixed on a conceptual basis); ii) they use 3 and 13 year citation windows; iii) they control for paper length and number of references; iv) they control field effects at the journal rather than at the level of WoS category; v) they don't control for some social aspects such as country or number of institutions which have an influence on citation impact.
Another serious limitation for the policy relevance of this study is that the analysis is based on the IDR of single publications, instead of analysing the degree of IDR in a given research group or project, which would be the proper sociological unit of analysis. We pose the hypothesis that the "optima" of diversity found for papers can be lower than the optima for research groups, since failed and risky interdisciplinary articles may feed fruitful knowledge into future IDR efforts.
These findings may portray two distinct social dynamics. On the one hand, they are consistent with the view that high citation impact research is achieved in scientific efforts clearly positioned in a given field with only a small proportion of contributions from related fields (proximal IDR). This finding aligns with the notion that researchers have bounded rationality and are only capable of making productive knowledge combinations within their cognitive proximity, as distant explorations are associated with high uncertainty [63] . Distal IDR might be highly successful in a few cases, but in average it produces more failures (with lower citation impact) due to coordination costs described in section 2 such as lack of epistemic understanding across partners or bureaucratic hurdles [36, 43] . Studies in other areas of knowledge management have found analogous results; for example, innovative performance of firm alliances shows an inverted U-shape dependence on the technological distance between firms [64] .
A second interpretation of the findings is that scientific audiences do not have enough absorptive capacity for reading, valuing and then citing unconventional knowledge combinations. Indeed, a questionnaire among highly cited researchers found that many of them did not rate disruptive innovativeness or surprise as the dominant characteristics of their most highly cited papers [45] . According to this view, the problem with distal IDR is not the "value" of IDR contributions, but the incapacity of scientific readers to appreciate atypical researchanalogous to the incapacity of art connoisseurs to appreciate Van Gogh's paintings while he was alive because they were too unconventional.
A recent study by Uzzi el al. [51] proposes an alternative interpretation of what a middle ground degree of interdisciplinarity might be. Rather than examining three characteristics of diversity separately, they describe the distribution of disparities between the references within one paper and characterise interdisciplinarity with two variables. First, they create a measure of a paper diversity with the median disparity between references within an article (very similar to Rao-Stirling's diversity used here, which is the mean disparity). Since in our system the disparity distributions are normally distributed, the mean and the median are very close.
Second, they measure the disparity value for the top 10% percentile, which captures to which extent an article contains atypical combinations of references. They find that highly cited research tends to have a low median disparity and a high top 10% percentile-a result that is also a "middle ground" between the lack of creativity of monodisciplinary research and the risk of highly interdisciplinary approaches. The science dynamics interpretation of Uzzi's findings is compatible with the framework presented in section 2 according to which the benefits of recombinations are weighted against the costs of knowledge integration. A more detailed comparison will be needed to map the relationship between our findings and Uzzi et al.'s approaches, given differences in granularity (WoS categories vs. journals), the distance metrics of disparity (cosine similarity vs. z score) and the disciplines analysed [53] .
Conclusions
This article confirms that the relationship between interdisciplinarity and citation impact is complex. Very low or very high degrees of IDR are found to decrease citation impact, whereas some middle degree of IDR, which we characterised as proximal interdisciplinarity, tends to have higher citation impact. More research is needed to further develop robust characterisations of this middle degree of IDR and compare their predictive capacity, given the similarities and differences between our results and those of other approaches such as Uzzi's [51] . The complexity of the findings and their contrast with some other recent results supports the view that stylised descriptions of science dynamics in terms of Newton-like laws are empirically problematic, as the conclusions depend on technical assumptions such as field classification and control variables that are currently made without a sound theoretical basis. Interpretations leading to simple advice such as "the more interdisciplinarity, the better" may be harmful for policy as they give a false sense of certainty [65] .
Our results are consistent with some previous studies in finding that publications with longdistance or distal IDR are not, in average, rewarded with a high citation impact (but they stand apparently in contrast to recent reports by Larivière et al. [52] and Wang et al. [61] ). However, this study has focused only on citation impact as a proxy for scientific impact. We believe that future research should also pose the question whether IDR (and particularly distal IDR) might be an important contribution of science for grand challenges or societal problems. For example, Chavarro et al. [55] found that locally relevant knowledge in a developing country such as Colombia tends to be associated with distal IDR (higher balance and disparity, lower variety) rather than with proximal IDR. Hessels et al. [66, 67] have empirically documented across various fields the tensions that researchers focused on societal issues experience against when subject to bibliometric evaluations. One can thus speculate of a lack of alignment between reward incentives in academia (citations) and societal needs or demands [68] . Therefore, it remains an open issue whether distal IDR is associated with long-term societal impact of research that is only poorly captured by citations, and to what extent science policy initiatives may be needed to support distal rather than proximal IDR (which may be already supported by citation rewards).
The two alternative interpretations of the findings advanced in the previous section suggest two different and complementary action lines. First, following the logic that distal IDR is more complex and risky, policy actions might be required to reduce coordination and institutional barriers and facilitate the formation of interdisciplinary research teams and projects. Collaboratories, targeted funding and removal of old regulations for field-hopping might be examples of these type of instruments. Second, following the logic that low recognition of distal IDR is due to the difficulties of the research community to adequately value and asses unconventional research, actions would be needed with the longer term goals of changing disciplinary and institutional cultures, such as pluralising editorial boards of journals with higher visibility and supporting interdisciplinary practices in higher education [2] . This speculative discussion thus calls for advancing research that investigates the societal impact of distal interdisciplinary research.
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